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)Abstract

OBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To obtain a liquid crystal display device having

>erior display quality, in which a reflector having a repeated pattern is

$d while oblique moire fringe patterns are made difficult to recognize

ually.

LUTION: A liquid crystal layer is interposed between a pair of

>strates» and a plurality of stripe transparent electrodes 20, 21 are

med parallel to one another at a specified interval on the respective

es of the substrate pair facing each other, while the stripe electrodes

21 facing each other are set orthogonal to each other. A reflector is

posed on one of the inner faces or on the outside of the substrates,

is reflector has a large number of recesses 4 continuously formed along

3 directions perpendicular to each other, and these two directions of the

:esses 4 are controlled to make 2.5° to 40° angle from the two

lending directions of the stripe electrodes 20, 21 perpendicular to each

ler.
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MMS '•

„ •

,

iim(s)]

dm 1 ] Make a liquid crystal layer intervene between the substrates of a couple, make the stripe-like transparent

rtrodes which form the transparent electrode of the shape oftwo or more stripe in predetermined interval ******

illel, and each counter each opposed face of the substrate of the aforementioned couple intersect perpendicularly,

it forms. Prepare a reflector in one opposed face side of the aforementioned substrates, or an outside, and this

ector arranges many crevices in the 2-way which intersects perpendicularly, and is carrying out continuation

nation. The reflected type liquid crystal display with which the aforementioned 2-way with which the crevice of

;e large number is located in a line is characterized by 2.5 or 40 things which have been shifted the degree of angle to

2-way to which the aforementioned stripe-like transparent electrode which carries out a rectangular cross extends,

aim 2] Make a liquid crystal layer intervene between the substrates of a couple, make the stripe-like transparent

rtrodes which form two or more stripe-like transparent electrodes in predetermined interval ****** parallel, and each

nter each opposed face ofthe substrate of the aforementioned couple intersect perpendicularly, and it forms. Prepare

Sector in the 1 opposed-face side ofthe aforementioned substrate, or an outside, and a light filter is prepared in one

*>sed face side of the aforementioned substrates. The aforementioned reflector arranges many crevices in the 2-way

ch intersects perpendicularly, and is carrying out continuation formation. 2.5 or 40 degree is shifted the degree of

je to the 2-way to which the aforementioned stripe-like transparent electrode which carries out a rectangular cross

jnds [ the aforementioned 2-way with which the crevice of these large number is located in a line ]. The reflected

5 liquid crystal display characterized by the alignment direction to the 2-way oftwo or more coloring pixels of the

rementioned light filter being the same as that of the 2-way to which the aforementioned stripe-like transparent

strode which carries out a rectangular cross extends.

anslation done.]
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TAILED DESCRIPTION

tailed Description of the Invention]

31]

e technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the reflected type liquid crystal display

)layed especially using outdoor daylight about a liquid crystal display.

D2]

scription ofthe Prior Art] In recent years, prolonging battery life is called for in carried type information equipment

: a notebook computer or an electronic notebook, and low-power-ization ofequipment has been a technical problem

ultaneously with large-capacity-izing of a dc-battery. The reflected type liquid crystal display which the liquid

jtal display is widely used as a low-power display, and does not use a back light especially is effective in low-power-

g«

03] As shown in drawing 10 , the conventional reflected type liquid crystal display forms the transparent-electrode

»rs 120 and 121 in each opposed face side ofthe glass substrates 1 13 and 1 14 of a couple, forms the orientation films

and 123 of liquid crystal on [ each ] these transparent-electrodes layers 120 and 121 further, and has composition

ch arranged the liquid crystal layer 115 between these orientation film 122 and 1 23 .
And the 1 st and the 2nd

arizing plate 1 1 7 and 1 1 8 were formed in the outside of glass substrates 1 13 and 1 1 4, respectively, the reflecting

:e 101 was turned to the 2nd polarizing plate 118 side, and the field by the side of the reflective film 105 is attached

he outside of the 2nd polarizing plate 118. -

04] In the reflected type liquid crystal display 100 ofthe above-mentioned composition, the linearly polarized light

he light which carried out incidence to the 1 st polarizing plate 1 1 7 is carried out, and it turns into elliptically

arized light by penetrating the liquid crystal layer 1 1 5 further. And with the 2nd polarizing plate 1 1 8, it becomes the

:arly polarized light, it is reflected by the reflecting plate 10 1 , and the light used as elliptically polarized light

etrates the 2nd polarizing plate 1 18 and the liquid crystal layer 115 again, and they carry out outgoing radiation from

1 st polarizing plate 1 1 7.

05] In the conventional reflected type liquid crystal display, the reflecting plate 101 has acquired the scatter

ection property by the thing in which reflecting layers, such as aluminum, were formed on coarse front faces, such as

letal membrane with a coarse front face, or a synthetic paper, etc. Since such a reflecting plate has a latus diffusion

;le property, for a reason, it cannot raise easily the luminosity of the specific direction which looks at from an

erver and is frequently checked by looking like the direction ofa transverse plane of the screen. Although a viewing

}e is large as a result, a display will be the property ofbeing dark. On the other hand; if a mirror plane is used as a

ector, although the mirror reflection direction can acquire a very bright property to an incident light, a display will

ome dark only by separating slightly from mirror reflection.

06] A viewing angle is large as an ideal reflecting plate property, and a bright thing is called for. For this reason, in

er to obtain the reflecting plate which it is necessary to make the scatter reflection ofthe light carry out in the

uired direction efficiently, and has such a property in it, it is useful to design the reflecting plate of the configuration

ich controlled the reflective diffusion angle intentionally. Under the present circumstances, in order to avoid coloring

interference of the reflected light, the random thing of arrangement is desirable.

07] Since a reflective diffusion angle is controlled, although how to form the controlled shape ofminute toothing by

chanical processing etc. can be considered, if it is perfect random arrangement, the coordinate data ofa processing

nt becomes a huge number and is not practical. Or although how to generate a random coordinate at every processing

i be considered, there is a problem ofbeing hard to control a reflective diffusion angle. It is an easy method on a

ign or processing to consider as the arrangement which builds random arrangement in a small-scale field in fact, and

eats this.

D://www4.ipdljpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje
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08] As an example, the case where a concave surface (or convex) is mechanically formed in a front face one by one

be considered. The method of carrying out surface treatment is convenience-like, sending a processing position

sequently to the direction ofY, and sending [ form one or more configurations in a certain place at once, send in the

sction ofX in a fixed pitch one by one, ] in the direction ofX again, after processing predetermined length. Structure

ich has an array in the feed direction in the case of processing repeatedly is made as a result of this processing.

09]
*

3blem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] When a reflecting plate with a repeat array is combined with the electrode

display electrodes of a stripe configuration, and the direction of such repeat structures is not completely in agreement

makes few angles, a lap will happen periodically among these patterns and the pattern ******** moire pattern of

shape of slanting stripes will be checked by looking to the direction of a pattern- Furthermore, even when

forming color display to this type of reflected type liquid crystal display combining a light filter, a moire pattern

les to be similarly checked by looking between the repeat structure of the concavo-convex section ofa reflecting

;e, and the coloring pixel repeat alignment structure of a light filter. This will spoil display grace.

10] this invention is made in order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, and it aims at offering the liquid

stal display which made the slanting moire pattern hard to check by looking and was excellent in display grace, using

reflecting plate of the repeat array of a crevice with a good reflection property.

11]

^ans for Solving the Problem] The reflected type liquid crystal display concerning this invention makes a liquid

stal layer intervene between the substrates of a couple. Make the stripe-like electrodes which form the transparent

rtrode of the shape oftwo or more stripe in predetermined interval ****** parallel, and each counter each opposed

3 ofthe substrate of the above-mentioned couple intersect perpendicularly, and it fomis. Prepare a reflector in one

K>sed face side of the above-mentioned substrates, or an outside, and a reflector arranges many crevices in the 2-way

ich intersects perpendicularly, and is carrying out continuation formation. The above-mentioned 2-way with which

crevice of these large number is located in a line is 2.5 or the thing of40 degrees shifted the degree of angle to the 2-

/ to which the above-mentioned stripe-like electrode which carries out a rectangular cross extends.

12] According to this reflected type liquid crystal display, since the interval ofa moire pattern becomes narrow, a

ire pattern can become is hard to be checked by looking, and the display grace of a liquid crystal display can be

.ed.

13] In this invention, irregularity with the detailed front face of a reflector is formed, and serves as an array of a

eat according to the rule that the irregularity is fixed. In this invention, many crevices where an inside makes a part

jpherical surface are continuously formed in the front face, a desirable reflector has the depth ofthe above-mentioned

vice in 0.1 or the range of 3 micrometers, and the pitch of the crevice where there is the tilt-angle distribution of a

vice inside and it adjoins the range of-35 degrees or +35 degrees is in the range of 5 micrometers or 50 micrometers,

iddition, the above-mentioned "depth of a crevice" is the distance between the centers of the crevice which becomes

:ular [ the pitch ] when plane view of the distance from a reflector front face to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of a

vice and the "pitch of an adjoining crevice" is carried out. Moreover, "the tilt angle of a crevice inside" is a thing [ as

K>sed to / the level surface of the slant face ofminute within the limits / a thing ] of an angle, when the range with

lute 0.5-micrometer width of face is taken in the arbitrary parts of the inside of a crevice 4. The positive/negative of

mgle defines the slant face of positive and its confrontation for the slant face of reflection ofeach crevice as negative

he normal stood to the reflector front face.

14] In this desirable reflector, the point of setting a tilt-angle distribution as -35 or the range of+35 degrees, and the

nt which arranges the pitch ofa crevice at random to all the flat-surface directions are important It is because there is

It that the interference color of light will come out and the reflected light will color when there is regularity of the

:h of the crevice which adjoins temporarily. Moreover, when the tilt-angle distribution of a crevice inside exceeds -35

he range of+35 degrees, the tilt angle ofthe reflected light spreads too much, reflectivity falls, and it is [ that a bright

ecting plate is not obtained and ] (the diffusion angle of the reflected light becomes 70 degrees or more in air, the

ectivity peak inside a liquid crystal display falls, and a total reflection loss becomes large). Moreover, if the depth of

revice exceeds 3 micrometers, when carrying out flattening ofthe crevice at a back process, the summit of heights

not finish burying by the flattening film, and desired flat nature is no longer obtained. When the pitch of an adjoining

vice is less than 5 micrometers, the problem ofthat there are restrictions on manufacture of the type for reflector

nation, and only the configuration where a desired reflection property is obtained cannot be formed, an interference

it occurring arises. Moreover, it is because it is desirable to set the pitch of an adjoining crevice to 5 or 50

jrometers when using the diamond indenter of30 which can be used for manufacture of the type for reflector

nation, or the diameter of 1 00 micrometer as a matter of fact.

)://www4.ipdl.jpo.gojp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgLejje 12/17/2003
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1 5] The pitch between the transparent electrodes of the shape of an installed stripe has 50 or desirable 500

xometers. Moreover, each line breadth has 40 or desirable 490 micrometers. When the pitch between parallel

isparent electrodes is smaller than 50 micrometers, there are restrictions on transparent-electrode processing, and if

;er than 500 micrometers, since a pixel will become large, a desired display property and desired display grace are no

ger obtained. Moreover, when each inter-electrode line breadth is smaller than 40 micrometers,, there are restrictions

transparent-electrode processing, and if larger than 490 micrometers, since a pixel will become large, a desired

>lay property and desired display grace are no longer obtained.

1 6] It is because 2.5 or another moire pattern of40 degrees which can be checked by looking if it is because the

ire pattern which can be checked by looking if having shifted is smaller than 2.5 degrees occurs the degree of angle

is larger than 40 degrees occurs to the 2-way to which the stripe-like electrode an electrode and the rectangular 2-

/ with which the concavo-convex section of a large number in a reflector is located in a line cross at right angles

ends.

1 7] Moreover, the reflective color LCD panel concerning this invention Make a liquid crystal layer intervene

ween the substrates of a couple, make the stripe-like electrodes which form the transparent electrode ofthe shape of

» or more stripe in predetermined interval ****** parallel, and each counter each opposed face ofthe substrate of the

ve-mentioned couple intersect perpendicularly, and it forms. Prepare a reflector in the 1 opposed-face side of the

•ve-mentioned substrate, or an outside, and a light filter is prepared in one opposed face side ofthe above-mentioned

strates. The above-mentioned reflector arranges many crevices in the 2-way which intersects perpendicularly, and is

rying out continuation formation. The alignment direction to the 2-way oftwo or more coloring pixels of the at>ove-

titioned light filter ofthe above-mentioned 2-way with which the crevice of these large number is located in a line is

same as that ofthe 2-way to which it is shifted the degree of angle and the aforementioned stripe-like electrode of

or 40 degrees which carries out a rectangular cross extends to the 2-way to which the above-mentioned stripe-like

strode which carries out a rectangular cross extends.

1 8] According to this reflective color LCD panel, it can decrease until it is hard coming to check a moire pattern by

king, and since the whole reflector has the property that reflective efficiency is high, over all the directions,

apared with the conventional reflective color LCD panel, the brighter good reflected type electrochromatic display of

Dlay grace can be offered.

19] The above-mentioned reflector and above-mentioned stripe-like electrode in a reflected type liquid crystal

play can be used for the above-mentioned reflector and a stripe-like electrode. The pitch between trains of a light

sr oftwo or more coloring pixel trains is [ 50 or 500 micrometers ] desirable in parallel, and the column width of

h coloring pixel train has 40 or desirable 490 micrometers. When the pitch between trains of a parallel coloring pixel

n is smaller than 50 micrometers, there are restrictions on coloring pixel train processing, and if larger than 500

,rometers, since a pixel will become large, a desired display property and desired display grace are no longer

ained. Moreover, when the column width of each coloring pixel train is smaller than 40 micrometers, there are

jictions on coloring pixel train processing, and if larger than 490 micrometers, since a pixel will become large, a

ired display property and desired display grace are no longer obtained.

20]

nbodiments of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of 1 operation of this invention is explained based on a drawing,

iwing 1 is the cross section showing the gestalt of 1 operation of the reflected type liquid crystal display of this

ention. Two or more transparent electrodes 20 and 21 for the display ofthe shape of a stripe of a book are formed,

pectively inside the display side glass substrate 1 3 of a couple with a thickness of0.7mm, and the bottom glass

•strate 14 by the side of a tooth back, the liquid crystal layer 15 is further formed in inter-electrode, and this reflected

e liquid crystal display forms the phase contrast board 16 which is from polycarbonate resin, a polyacrylate resin, etc.

the upper surface side of the display side glass substrate 13, and is arranging the first polarizing plate 17 in the upper

face side of the Moreover, the reflector 1 of a tabular is formed in the inferior-surface-of-tongue side ofthe tooth-

:k side glass substrate 14 one by one through the second polarizing plate 18 and also the viscous element 19. Two or

re bottom transparent electrodes 21 are prolonged in a longitudinal direction in drawing1 , and open a predetermined

jrval and are installed. Two or more top transparent electrodes 20 are prolonged in the direction which penetrates

ce in (tewing1 , and open a predetermined interval and are installed.

21 ] A reflector 1 is attached so that the field which formed the concavo-convex section in the inferior-surface-of-

gue side ofthe second polarizing plate 1 8 may counter, and it fills up with the viscous element 19 which consists of

terial which does not have a bad influence on rates of an optical refraction, such as a glycerol, between a reflector 1

I the second polarizing plate 1 8. As shown in drawing 2 , a reflector 1 is continuously formed in the front face of the

te-like resin base material 3 (base material for reflectors) which consists of a photopolymer layer prepared on the

)://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 12/17/2003
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• strate 2 which consists of glass etc. so that many crevices 4 where the inside makes a part of spherical surface may

rlap, and the reflective film 5 which consists of thin films, such as aluminum and silver, is formed of vacuum

porationo or printing on it. It is desirable to form the depth of a crevice 4 at random 0. 1 or in 3 micrometers, to

mge the pitch ofthe adjoining crevice 4 at random 5 or in 50 micrometers, and to set the tilt angle ofcrevice 4 inside

35 or the range of+35 degrees.

22] A reflector 1 is carried out like drawing 3 or chawingJ , arid is manufactured. First, as shown in drawing 3 (a),

plate-like matrix base material 7 with the flat front face which consists of brass, stainless steel, tool steel, etc. is

jd on the table of rolling equipment. And if the front face of the matrix base material 7 is pressed by the diamond

alter 8 of the spherical-surface configuration in which a nose ofcam has the predetermined path R and the matrix

5 material 7 is moved horizontally, by repeating operation ofmoving the matrix base material 8 up and down and

jsing by the diamond indenter 8 many times, crevice 7a of a large number from which the depth and an array pitch

er is rolled on the front face of the matrix base material 7, and it considers as the matrix 9 for reflector formation as

wn in drawing 3 (b). As shown in drawing 3 , the rolling equipment used here has the function which the table which

s the matrix base material 7 moves in the direction ofX in the level surface, and the direction ofY with the

>lution of 0.1 micrometers, and moves in the perpendicular direction (Z direction) with the resolution whose

nond indenter 8 is 1 micrometer. In addition, as for the path R at the nose ofcam ofthe diamond indenter 8, it is

irable that it is 1 0 or about 100 micrometers; For example, when setting the depth of crevice 7a to about 2

rometers and Path R sets the depth of 30 or a 50-micrometer thing, and crevice 7a to about 1 micrometer, it is good

Path R to use 50 or a 1 00-micrometer thing.

23] Moreover, the procedure ofthe rolling by the diamond indenter is as follows. Although drawuig.5 is the plan *

wing the pattern ofrolling, as shown in this drawing, the pitch ofthe crevice which adjoins in a horizontal single tier

1 (=17micrometer), t3 (=15micrometer), t2 (=16micrometer), t3, t4 (=14micrometer), t4, t5 (=13micrometer), t2, t3,

t3 from the left at order. Moreover, the pitch of the crevice which adjoins in a vertical single tier also serves as same

ern sequentially from the top. And it becomes four kinds also of the radii r 1 (=1 1 micrometer), r2 (=1 Omicrometer),

=9micrometer), and r4 (=8micrometer) of the circular crevice which is an indentation after press by setting up four

Is of depth and pressing it 1 .1 or in 2.1 micrometers, (it being indicated as the inside dl, d2, d3„ and d4 of drawing),

example, the radius ofthe crevice in a vertical single tier is set to rl, r2, r3, rl , r4, r2, r4, r3, rl , r4, arid rl from a top

rder.

24] Moreover, as turn of actual rolling, rolling operation of the depth of four patterns is repeated and all the crevices

he horizontal single tier ofthe best stage are first formed, for example, as the crevice of the depth d2, the crevice of

depth d3, and the crevice of the depth d4 are formed in a degree, after forming the crevice ofthe depth d 1 altogether

itervals in the train beside the best stage. Then, it moves to the train of the 2nd width from a top, and the same

ration is repeated. Thus, all the crevices in a pattern are formed: In addition, drawing^ shows the pattern of the

ing of t= 150 micrometer around, and the whole reflector is constituted by the repeat of this pattern. Since a part of

* of an adjoining crevice laps as shown in drawing s , the flat-surface configuration ofthe whole crevice after all

ing operations finish comes to be shown in drawingjS .

25] Then, as shown in drawing 3 (c), contain and arrange a matrix 9 in the core-box container 10, and the resin

erial 11, such as silicone, is slushed into a container 10. It is made to leave and harden in ordinary temperature, this

iened resin product is picked out from a container 1 0, an unnecessary portion is excised, and as shown in drawing 3

imprinted type 12 which has **** 12a with the crevice of a large number which make **** of a matrix 9, and the

jhts of a large number which have the shape ofreverse toothing is formed.

26] Next, photopolymer liquid, such as an acrylic resist, a polystyrene system resist, an azide rubber system resist,

an imido ** resist, is applied to the upper surface of a glass substrate by the applying methods, such as the spin coat

hod, screen printing, and a blasting method. And after an application end, prebaking which heats the photopolymer

lid on a substrate 1 minute or more by 80 or the 100-degree C temperature requirement using heating apparatus, such

. heating furnace or a hot plate, is performed, and a photopolymer layer is formed on a substrate. However, since

Daking conditions change with kinds ofphotopolymer to be used, of course, you may process in the temperature and

2 besides the above-mentioned range. In addition, as for the thickness ofthe photopolymer layer formed here, it is

irable to consider as 2 or the range of 5 micrometers.

27] Then, as shown in drawing 3 (e), after forcing **** 12a of this imprinted type 12 on the photopolymer layer 3 on

ass substrate fixed time using imprinted type 12 shown in drawing 3 (d), imprinted type 12 is removed from the

topolymer layer 3. Thus, as shown in drawing 3 (f), the heights of imprinted type type side 12a are imprinted on the

it face of the photopolymer layer 3, and many crevices 4 are formed in it. Moreover, die pressing is carried out, and,

or press ** at the time, it is desirable to choose the value which suited the kind ofphotopolymer to be used, for

.://www4.ipdljpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web__cgi_ejje 12/17/2003
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mple, it is good to consider as a 30 or about two 50 kg/cm pressure. It is desirable to choose the value which suited

kind 'ofphotopolymer used also about press time, for example, it considers as the time for 30 seconds or about 10

lutes.
•

'

'

28] Then, beams of light, such as ultraviolet rays (g, h, i line) for stiffening the photopolymer layer 3 from the rear-

3 side of a transparent glass substrate, are irradiated, and the photopolymer layer 3 is stiffened. Although in the case

he photopolymer ofthe above-mentioned kind beams of light, such as ultraviolet rays irradiated here, are enough to

fen a photopolymer layer ifthey are two or more 50 mJ/cm intensity, ofcourse depending on the kind of

Copolymer layer, you may irradiate by intensity other than this. And the postbake which heats the photopolymer

a- 3 on a glass substrate 1 minute or more at about 240 degrees C using heating apparatus, such as heating furnace

le with having used by prebaking and a hot plate, is performed, and the photopolymer layer 3 on a glass substrate is

nnated.

29] A reflector 1 is completed by forming aluminum on the front face of the photopolymer layer 3 by EB vacuum

porationo etc., and finally, forming the reflective film 5 in it along the front face of a crevice:

30] Transparent electrodes 20 and 21 are stripe-like patterns as shown in drawing 7 , and when the pitch of the

Dining crevice train in a reflector 1 is 10-20 micrometers, they are perpendicularly formed by 76-micrometer pitch

66 micrometers of short *** to the display screen. The array direction of the train ofthe crevice 4 of a reflector 1 is

inged so that it may have the angle of 8 times beforehand to the direction where the transparent electrode 20 ofa

pe configuration is prolonged as shown in drawing 7 . In drawing^ , this state corresponds, when it is made into pi

ch ofadjoining crevice) =1 Smicrometer, and theta= 8 degrees.

31] Since the pitch of the moire pattern generated by the lap of these reflectors 1 and a transparent electrode 20 is set

tbout 1 07 micrometers, a moire pattern is hard to be checked by looking! Moreover, even ifa gap ofthe angle from

e takes place 0.5 degrees, change of the pitch of the moire pattern generated by the lap is about 7 micrometers, and

nge is small.
.

32] Like the gestalt of above-mentioned operation, the reflected type liquid crystal display concerning this invention

y form a reflector 1 in the opposed face side of the bottom substrate 14, for example, a substrate 14 top, directly

ler than may form a reflector 1 in the outside of the bottom substrate 14. In this case, even if it was, when the stripe

Erodes 20 and 21 and what is the same as that of the gestalt of the 1st operation of a reflector 1 are used, it arranges

hat it may cross with the angle of 8 times as indicated to be the train of the direction where the stripe-like electrode

is extended, and the crevice 4 of a reflector 1 to drawing; 7 .

33] Next, the gestalt ofother operations which applied this invention to the reflective color LCD panel is explained

h reference to drawing 8 . The gestalt ofbasic composition ofoperation of others [ book ] is the same as the gestalt of

ration of an above-mentioned reflected type liquid crystal display.

34] As this liquid crystal display is shown in drawing 8 , the laminating of the bottom transparent electrode 51 and

orientation film 53 ofthe shape oftwo or more stripe which become the opposed face of the bottom glass substrate

from the reflective film 35 which consists ofmetals, such as the resin layer 33 by which much irregularity was

ned in the front face at the place which accomplishes a reflector 30, and aluminum, the flattening layer 41 , and an

ium stannic-acid ghost (it is described as Following ITO) among the glass substrates 43 and 44 of the upper and

'er sides which counter be The laminating ofthe top transparent electrode 50 and the orientation film 52 oftwo or

re shape of the light-filter layer 60, the overcoat layer 42, and a stripe which consists ofITO(s) is carried out to the

K>sed face ofthe upper glass substrate 43 at order. And the STN LCD layer 45 is enclosed between the up-and-down

ss substrate 43 and the orientation films 52 and 53 on 44. The 1st phase contrast board 46, the 2nd phase contrast

ird 47, and the polarizing plate 48 are formed in the outside ofthe upper glass substrate 43 one by one.

35] In drawing 8 , two or more bottom transparent electrodes 51 are prolonged, open the predetermined interval to

in a longitudinal direction, and are installed in it side by side. Two or more top transparent electrodes 20 are

longed in the direction which penetrates space in drawing 1 , and open a predetermined interval and are installed.

2 inter-electrode pitch of the transparent electrodes 50 and 51 of these upper and lower sides and the direction width

face of a short hand of each electrode are the same as the electrodes 20 and 21 shown by drawingj.

.

36] A light filter 60 comes to form long rectangle-like coloring pixel 60a respectively corresponding to two or more

transparent electrodes; 50. The array of coloring pixel 60a of this light filter 60 serves as a stripe type with which

h coloring pixel 60a was arranged in length or horizontally by turns in order ofred (R), green (G), and blue (B). The

xtion width of face Wl of a short hand of each coloring pixel 60a is provided so that it may not lap with the coloring

el which is 80% or more of the direction width offace W2 of a short hand of the corresponding top transparent

strode 50, and adjoins. It is because a level difference will arise in the overlapping portion and display grace will fall

ording to orientation unevenness etc., if it laps with the coloring pixel which a chromaticity becomes low, and color

)://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran„web_cgi_eije 12/17/2003
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)lay grace falls, and adjoins ifsmaller than 80% of the direction width of face of a short hand of the transparent

:trode 50 ofthe bottom to which the direction width of face of a short hand of each coloring pixel 60a corresponds.

.37] A reflector 30 is the same composition as the reflector 1 except the substrate 2 in the reflector 1 shown in

*ing_2 . That is, the resin layer 33 corresponds to the resin layer 3 in drawing 2 , and the reflective film 35

responds to the reflective film 5 in drawing 2 . Therefore, as shown in drawing 9 , it is the same structure as many

/ices 34 in this reflector 30, and the crevice 4 shown in drawing 2 and drawing_6 . Therefore, also in the gestalt of

operation, as shown in drawing 9 , the array direction of the train ofthe crevice 34 of a reflector 30,is arranged so

it may have the angle of 8 times beforehand to the direction where the stripe-like transparent electrode 50 is

longed. Moreover, similarly, it is arranged so that the array direction of the train of the crevice 34 of a reflector 30

i also have the angle of 8 times beforehand also to the array direction of coloring pixel 60a of a light filter.

38] Since the pitch of the moire pattern generated by the lap of these reflectors 30, a transparent electrode 50, and

:>ring pixel 60a is set to about 1 07 micrometers, a moire pattern is hard to be checked by looking.

39] Like the gestalt of above-mentioned operation, the reflective color LCD panel concerning this invention may

pare it outside rather than may form a reflector 30 inside the bottom substrate 44. Moreover, a light filter 60 may not

formed in the top substrate 43 side, but may be prepared in the lower substrate 44 side. For example, a light filter 60

the overcoat layer 42 may be formed in order on a reflector 30, and you may consider as the structure which

luded the flattening layer 41 . Moreover, the reflector of this invention of the ability to apply not only to a STN
per Twisted Nematic) method but to the liquid crystal display ofTN (Twisted Nematic) method is natural.

40]

feet of the Invention] As explained above, the bright good display of display grace can be obtained to the liquid

stal display of this invention, without a moire pattern being conspicuous since 2.5 or whenever [ 40 ] have shifted the

jction where a stripe-like display electrode is prolonged, and many crevice repeat array directions ofa reflector the

jee of angle.

41] Moreover, the bright good display of display grace can be obtained also in the reflective color LCD panel ofthis

ention, without a moire pattern being conspicuous since 2.5 or whenever [ 40 ] have shifted the alignment direction

he coloring pixel of a light filter, and many crevice repeat array directions of a reflector the degree of angle.

anslation done.]
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lis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

** shows the word which can not be translated.

. the drawings, any words are not translated.
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